





Factor Structure of Running Ability requiring
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-in the case of Five-years-old Children-
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the hierarchical factor structure of the
respective running ability of five-years-old boys and girls. In the experiment the
subjects ran at full speed along four different types of 25-meters courses-straight, zigzag
(large, small), winding (large, small) and circular (clockwise, unti-clockwise). The
findings of this experiment followed by Principal Factor Analysis and Normal Varimax
Rotation indicated that the basic factors of the running ability for boys were the energy
type, the control type and the mixed type running ability, and those for girls were the
forward dash, the cornering and the dash-stop component. The characteristics of the internal
structure seemed to be based on the level of energy output (which was found to be inversely
proportional to the amount of information processed for the running control) for boys, and
the modality of the running control for girls. The external performance as the running
time or speed appeared to be related to the level of energy output or easiness for the












































































































































と小ジグザグ走(Smal一 Zigzag Run) ,大カーブ走(Large Winding Run)と小カーブ走




2. Large Zigzag Run
s /^y
3. Small Zigzag Run
Goal
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4. Large Winding Run
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5. Small Winding Run
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6. Right Circular Run
7. Left Circular Run
r-3.98m
Fig. 1 Experimental Running Courses
Note : Distance of any courses was determined to be 25 meters.
Subjects ran at the maximum speed along each course, and Experimenter measured

























































2. Large Zigzag Run
3. Small Zigzag Run
4. Large Winding Run
5. Small Winding Run
6. Right Circular Run


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 4 5 7 6 2 3
Girls
Fig. 2 Dendrograms of Clustering of Running Items for Boys and Girls
Note : Dot line indicates the clustering out of significant level (P<CO.05) in correlation
coeHlcients.
No. 1 to No. 7 are as follows : No. 1 Straight Run, No. 2 Large Zigzag Run,
No. 3 Small Zigzag Run, No. 4 Large Winding Run, No. 5 Small Winding Run,







Table 3 Factor Loadings of Principal Factor Solution in Level One
Il Ⅱ】 Ⅲ1
Straight Run 1 0-798 0.048 -0-388 0-790
Large Zigzag Run 2 0-535 0.157 0-373 0-451
Small Zigzag Run 3
Large Winding Run 4
Small Winding Run 5
Right Circular Run 6






0.566 0.258 0.207 0-430
0.868 - 0.149 0.847
0.883 0.013 0.1 0.781
3.5662 0.4447 0.4048 4.4157
50.9 6.4 5.8 S.I
1.8 10.1 9.2 100.0
II Hi nh
0.760 0.169 -0.347 0.726
0.I 0.580 0.250 0.769
0.597 0.755 -0.018 0-!
0.884 - -0.143 0.874
0.741 -0.479 -0.110 0.790
0.554 -0.276 0.424 0.563
0.618 -0.! 0.154 0.497
3.3221 1.4054 0-4188 5.1463
47.5 20.1 73.5
64.6 27.3 8.1 100.0
Note : Contribution A and B indicate the degrees of contribution to total variance and to
























































Note : I2 and I[2 indicate Factor Numbers.
Table 5 Rotated Factor Loadings of Normal Varimax Solution in Level Three
Boys Girls








0.763 0.127 0.700 0.476 0.097
0.210 0.114 0.627 0.071 0.i 0.241
0.085 0.567 0.139 0.204 0.941 -0.032
0.100 0.285 0.758 0.201 0.509
0.251 0.i 0.! 0.697 -0.044 0.550
0.759 -0-053 0.518 0.145 0.116 0.727
0.243 0.501 0.383 0.1








































Fig. 3 Relationship between Factor- ll and Unti-running Coefficients for Boys
Note : Linear function is U--0.7498L+0.8942 (r--0.771), where U and L are

























Energy Type Control Type
35
Running AbilityRunning Ability Running Abil ty
LEVEL Energy Type Mixed Type Control Type
Running Ability Running Ability Running Ability
Fig. 4 Hierarchical Structure of Running Ability for Boys
Note : Factors on Level-1 and Leveト2 plus -3 are derived from Principal Factor Solution
and Normal Varimax Solution, respectively. Factors of Energy Type, Mixed Type and















Fig. 5 Hierarchical Structure of Running Ability for Girls
Note : Factors on Leveト1 and Leveト2 plus -3 are derived from Principal Factor Solution











































0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0
Absolute Value of Factor Loadings
Fig. 6 Relationship between Factor-Hi and Unti-Running CoeHicients for Girls
Note : Squared function is U-1.4147L2-0.2646L+0.1137, and Linear function is
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